C-25 epimeric 26-haloponasterone A: synthesis, absolute configuration and moulting activity.
A convenient synthesis of inokosterone has been accomplished. Inokosterone exists as two C-25 epimers, which could be separated from each other through their diacetonide derivatives. The absolute configuration of these compounds was determined. Two C-25 epimers of 26-chloroponasterone A were synthesized from the respective C-25 epimeric inokosterone. Two epimeric 26-bromo and 26-iodoponasterone A compounds were also synthesized. Moulting activity of these compounds was evaluated using the Musca bioassay, and it was found that the (25S)-26-halo analogues were more active than the corresponding (25R)-26-halo analogues. Among the 25S series, an increase in activity with an increase in size of the halogen atom was observed, indicating that the steric factor was more important than the electronic factor in binding of these ecdysteroid analogues to the receptor. On the other hand, a decrease in activity with an increase in size of the halogen atom was noted in the 25R series, suggesting that the steric factor was less important than the electronic factor. The results indicated that the configuration at C-25 and the substituent at C-26 have significant influences on the interaction of ecdysteroids with their receptor.